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Interface disorder and inhomogeneous broadening of quantum well
excitons: Do narrow lines always imply high-quality interfaces?

I. V. Ponomarev,a) L. I. Deych, and A. A. Lisyansky
Department of Physics, Queens College of the City University of New York, Flushing, New York 11367

(Received 5 April 2004; accepted 27 July 2004)

It is a commonly assumed that narrow lines in absorption or luminescence of quantum well excitons
at low temperatures indicates high quality of quantum well interfaces. We show, that at least for
narrow quantum wells, this is not always the case. Correlations between morphological fluctuations
of two interfaces confining a quantum well, which were neglected in previous studies of exciton line
shape, strongly suppress an inhomogeneous broadening due to interface disorder. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1793341]
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Absorption and luminescence exciton spectroscopie
among the most informative tools for studying quan
wells (QW) as well as other semiconductor heterostructu
Therefore, a great deal of effort has been devoted to e
lishing the connection between spectral line shapes an
microscopic properties of QW structures. In particular, it
been established that low-temperature exciton linewidth
absorption and photoluminescence in QWs is predomin
inhomogeneous.1 The shape of the spectra is determined
various types of disorder, and it is currently generally
cepted that the spectral width in QW is directly related to
quality of interfaces, so that the luminescence spectra
vide a quick and simple quality assurance tool for Q
growth.2 We show in this letter, however, that interwall c
relations could significantly alter the quantitative relation
tween the exciton line width and quality of the interface

It is usually assumed that fluctuations of QW interfa
are not correlated, so that their contribution to the total
citon line width is additive. At the same time there e
direct and convincing evidences that the morphologica
homogeneities of these interfaces are cross correlated.
correlations were seen by cross-sectional scanning tunn
microscopy,3 scattering ellipsometry,4 and x-ray reflectio
measurements.5,6 Theoretically the importance of such cor
lations for physics of low-dimensional structures was
emphasized in Refs. 7–9, where conductivity of ultrathin
tallic films was considered. Surprisingly, all existing theo
of the inhomogeneous exciton linewidth unjustifiably neg
these correlations, although, as we show here, they si
cantly affect inhomogeneous broadening of exciton spe
One of the important practical conclusions of this work
that, contrary to popular belief, narrow spectral lines do
always imply good quality interfaces but can be the resu
a line narrowing effect of the interwall correlations.

QWs are generally heterostructures formed by a bi
semiconductor sABd and a ternary disordered all
sAB1−xCxd. There are two major disorder mechanisms
sponsible for the inhomogeneous broadening. One is co
sitional disorder caused by concentration fluctuations
ternary component of the QW.10,11 The other, which is th
main object of our study, is the roughness of the QW w
caused by the formation of monolayer islands at
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interfaces.2,12–15 The main goal of this letter is to calcula
the r.m.s fluctuation,W, of a random potential acting on Q
excitons in the presence of interwall correlation. In orde
establish the connection between our results and exper
tal observations, we will use the results of Refs. 1 and
where relations betweenW and the exciton linewidth,D,
were extensively studied.

The r.m.s value of the random potential is defined
W=ÎkUef fsRd2l, were Uef f is the effective potential actin
on the center-of-mass(COM) exciton wave function due
interface disorder. An expression for this potential for a s
plified model of a symmetric QW(both conduction and v
lence bands are nondegenerate and have an isotropic
bolic dispersion characterized by massesme and mh,
respectively) can be presented in the formUef fsRd=UesRd
+UhsRd, whereUe,hsRd is

Ue,hsRd = Ve,hxe,h
2 sL/2d E fh1sR ± bh,erd

− h2sR ± bh,erdgf2srdd2r. s1d

Here Ve,h are the heights of the electron(hole) confining
potentials,xe,hszd are single electron(hole) wave functions
describing the quantized motion in the growthszd direction,
L is the well thickness, r=re−rh and R=smere

+mhrhd / sme+mhd are the relative and the COM coordina
of an electron-hole pair in the plane of the QW,fsrd is a
ground-state exciton wave function of in-plane relative
tion, andbh,e=mh,e/ sme+mhd. Zero-mean random functio
h1,2sx,yd characterize deviations of theith interface from its
average position. The presence of two functions,h1,2sx,yd,
distinguishes Eq.(1) from the corresponding equations
Ref. 12, where the roughness of a single interface was
into account. The statistical properties of the interfa
roughness in multilayered systems can be characterize
the height-height correlation functions

khissr1dh jssr2dl = h2f ijzsur1 − r2ud, s2d

whereh is the average height of the interface inhomogen
and k. . .l denotes the ensemble average. We assume th
dependence of both diagonal and nondiagonal correla
on the lateral coordinatesr is described by the same funct
zsrd. For the diagonal elements,f ii ;1, and the respectiv
functions describe lateral correlation properties of a gl:

interface(self-correlation functions). Nondiagonal elements
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with i Þ j introduce correlation between different interfac
the respective quantityf12sL /jd, which can be called
cross-or vertical-correlation function, is a function of the
average width of the well and is characterized by the ver
correlation lengthj. In the limit L /j!1 it is reasonable t
assume that the interwall correlation functionf12 tends to
unity, which means that for a very small separation betw
the interfaces one random surface follows the contour o
other. In the opposite limit,L /j@1, of a large well thick
nessesf12 should vanish. The value of the vertical correlat
lengthj depends on the growth process.

The r.m.s value of the random potential,W, is a sum o
three termsW;Thh+2Teh+Tee, where functionsTab (in-
dexesa and b take valuese or h) can be presented
TabsLd=2h2VaVbFabGab. FunctionsFab, defined as,

FabsLd = xa
2xb

2f1 − f12sLdg, s3d

determine the dependence ofW on the thickness of the QW
and are the main object of our attention.

Gab =E d2rd2r8f2srdf2sr8dzsubbr8 − barud s4d

describe the effect of partial averaging of microscopic po
tials by the lateral motion of the exciton. For QWs with
heavy hole and a light electronsmh@med, the main contri
bution to the variance comes from the hole-hole corre
Thh, since a rather massive hole averages only a smal
ume around the COM of the exciton, whereas a light elec
is spread out over a much greater area of the order o
square of Bohr’s radius,aB

2. Let us consider the functionFhh
in detail. The dependence ofFhh on L comes from two fac
tors. The first is the fourth power of the electron QW w
function, xh

4, calculated at the interfaces,z= ±L /2. This de-
pendence for In0.12Ga0.88As/GaAs QW is shown in Fig. 1 b
the dotted line. In the limit of wide wells, whenL@1/k0h

=1/Î2mhVh, xhsLd decreases withL according toxh
2,1/L3.

In the opposite case of narrow QWs,L!1/k0h, xsLd be-
haves asxh

2<k0h
2 L /2. If one neglects vertical correlations,x4

determines14 WsLd with asymptotes given by these two eq
tions and a maximum atL,k0h.

Interwall correlation, however, significantly modifi
this behavior. First, it introduces a length scale, the ver
correlation lengthj, which is independent ofk0h. For lengths
smaller thanj, the interwall correlation function behaves
1− f12,sL /jdg, whereg is determined by the form off12.
For example, iff12sLd is a Gaussian or Lorentzian, the p
rameterg=2, while for an exponential functionf12, g=1.
For narrow QWs, for whichL is smaller than bothj andk0h,

FIG. 1. (Color online) The dotted line showsxh
4sL /2d and the solid line

presents functionFhhsLd. All calculations were made with parameters typ
for In0.12Ga0.88As/GaAs QW.
the r.m.s of the random potentialW becomes
l

-

e

l

W, L2+g, L , j, 1/k0, s5d

and is strongly suppressed compared to the case in w
vertical correlations are absent. Sincek0 andj are indepen
dent parameters, the transition between the two asym
behaviors ofx and f12 also occurs independently of one
other. Experimental data suggest that there are situatio
which j@k0. In this case, interwall correlation affects
only theL→0 asymptotic ofW, but also its behavior forL
@k0. Instead of a 1/L3 behavior one would have a mu
slower decrease ofW with L: W~Lg−3. This result is ob
tained under the assumption of positive interwall corr
tions, f12.0. Theoretically, a negative sign off12 is also
possible.7,9 In this case, instead of the narrowing of exci
spectra, the intercorrelations would result in extra broa
ing. It appears, however, on the basis of structural studie3–6

that in known systems the correlations are positive.
The presented analysis demonstrates, that the ve

correlation functionf12 can significantly shift the position
the maximum ofWsLd as well as change its height a
shape. Experimentally observed dependencesWsLd are char
acterized by a great variety of positions, widths, and he
of the maxima,17,18 which cannot be explained by existi
theories even when compositional disorder is taken into
count. Since the vertical correlation length is strongly de
dent on the growth conditions of the QW, interwell corre
tions can naturally explain the full range of experime
results. The graph of the functionFhh with interwall correla
tions taken into account is shown in Fig. 1. One can see
these correlations indeed significantly affect the shape o
function. While we only discussed properties of the h
hole correlator, it is clear that the behaviors of the elect
electron and hole-electron terms are similar.

In order to compare calculations ofW with experimenta
absorption spectra, the dynamics of excitons in a ran
potential should be evaluated for various correlation pro
ties. Exciton absorption in the situations under consider
can be reliably described16 by the semiclassical theory,
which the exciton inhomogeneous line shape is given
Gaussian with widthD=2Î2 ln 2sWcomp

2 +Wint
2 d1/2, where

Wcomp takes into account alloy disorder. Using the result
Refs. 1, 11, 16, and 19 in conjunction with our analysi
WsLd, we can find the interface contribution toD. However
in order to fit this function to experimental data we also n
to take compositional disorder into consideration. R.m.
the disorder potential due to compositional disorder was
culated in Ref. 12, while theories of exciton broadenin
this case were given in Refs. 11 and 12. Unfortunately
existing theories are in a strong quantitative disagree
with experimental results. It is not the goal of this lette
uncover the causes of this discrepancy. However, com
wisdom tells us that in the limit of very wide QW only t
alloy disorder contribution should survive. The simplest
to adjust the theories is to scale alloy disorder contributio
the linewidth,Dcomp, to the value that would coincide wi
experimental results in the limit of largeL. The results of th
best fit performed in this way are shown in Fig. 2. We w
able to achieve a similarly good fit to the experimental
obtained for other material systems17 as well. This fit would
not be possible at all without incorporating interwall co
lation even if alloy disorder scaling is used as an additi

fitting parameter. We conclude, therefore, that interwall cor-
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relation must be taken into account to properly interpret
perimental results.

In conclusion, we have shown that the presence of p
tive interwall correlation strongly suppresses the inter
disorder contribution to inhomogeneous broadening.
main consequence of this finding is that narrow exciton l
do not necessarily imply that the grown interfaces are of
good quality. We also found that the differences in interw
correlation lengths can account for the variety of positi
strengths, and sharpness of the full width at half maxim
dependence on the well width for experimental data obta
by different research groups.

The work is supported by AFOSR Grant No F49620-

FIG. 2. (Color online) The thick solid line is the best fit for the total lin
width displayed together with experimental results(diamonds) from Ref. 18.
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